PRESS RELEASE

UZMA well services division secures another work order.
01 December 2020

KUALA LUMPUR. Uzma Berhad (“Uzma”), through its subsidiary Setegap Ventures Sdn Bhd is pleased
to announce that it has been awarded a work order under the Pan Malaysia Umbrella Contract for the
provision of Integrated Well Services for Intervention, Workover & Abandonment from SEA Hibiscus
Sdn. Bhd
This work order’s job scope involves well intervention and integrity operations using Uzma group’s
integrated service offering such as coil tubing unit (CTU), pumping services, e-line, ancillary services
as well as project management services. The duration of the work order is for one (1) year.
“Uzma is pleased with the award of another work order for integrated well services as it demonstrates
that improving global oil prices and sentiment is leading to improving activities in the industry. We are
especially pleased with the confidence shown in the group’s capabilities to execute the various services
requited under a complex well intervention project.” said Dato’ Kamarul Redzuan, the Group CEO of
Uzma.“
Well services are a necessary activity to ensure optimal hydrocarbon production in brownfields to
extend the life of the field but also at a higher rate of production.
Uzma Berhad is one of the leading Malaysian oil & gas contractors specialising in production
optimisation and enhancement. It has a strong track record as Malaysia’s leading integrated well
services specialist as well as capabilities in other parts of the oil and gas value chain.
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About Uzma Berhad
Incorporated in 2000, Uzma is one of the leading Oil & Gas Service and Equipment (OGSE) companies
in Malaysia with operational offices in Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. We offer a spectrum
of cost-effective, integrated and innovative solutions across the exploration, development and
production value chain.
Within both our local and international footprint, we have maintained our commitment to FIND,
CONNECT and PRODUCE our clients’ hydrocarbon assets by implementing the most efficient solutions,
providing unparalleled quality and practicing excellent standards of safety. Currently, we are
diversifying into new growth areas such as the New Energy, Late Life Assets and High Technology
sector.
Uzma has been listed on Bursa Malaysia’s Main Board since July 2008. For more information on Uzma,
please visit www.uzmagroup.com.

For further information, please contact:
Syed Azlan bin Syed Ibrahim
Chief Transformation and Strategy Officer
Tel: +603 7611 4000
Fax: +603 7611 4100
Email: communications@uzmagroup.com
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